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Hall, Christopher

Contact Information
Artist or artistic group’s full name:

Patchy Projects (Chris Hall, George 
Berlin, Alec Rudek)

Email address*:
  patchyprojects@gmail.com
Phone number: 
   (609) 489 2448
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Go With The Flow: JeL.E.D’s
Concept Proposal Checklist**
•  Artist’s Biography

•  Previous Work Samples
(Up to 10 images with corresponding information)

•  BLINK Concept Proposal Description

•  BLINK Concept Proposal Supporting Images
  (optional)

•  BLINK Concept Proposal Location Request 
    (optional; location not guaranteed)

•  BLINK Concept Proposal Budget

•  $25 application fee 
     Visit BLINKcincinnati.com/ArtistApplicationFee to 
submit payment

•  Submit completed application
     Visit BLINKcincinnati.com/installationapplication

Artist Contact Sheet

*Our primary mode of communication will 
be email.

Please use the templates provided.  
Any submissions that do not use the 
provided templates will not be reviewed. 

Questions: 
Call Marie Krulewitch-Browne, ArtWorks, 
513.333.3604

http://blinkcincinnati.com/artistapplicationfee
http://blinkcincinnati.com/installationapplication


Patchy Projects is a team led by Chris Hall, working with Alec Rudek and George Berlin. These three have also collaborated on 
George’s interactive installation “Design a Dress” currently on display at the Chicago History Museum. Patchy Projects aims to 
“Bring Tech to Life” by creating interactive art installations that show how technology can be used to extend a real-world 
experience rather than take us away. With a heavy focus on creating interactive pieces that are intuitive and encourage 
exploration, Patchy Projects continues to create experiences that appear more magical than digital. 

Chris Hall has always been an inventor. After moving to Chicago, he discovered that he could be using his creative abilities and 
technical skill to create art rather than apps. After creating his first interactive projection  in 2014, he knew he could never 
return to a “normal” dev job. He has been creating unique, interactive tech-art pieces ever since, constantly finding new ways to 
provide enchanted experiences through lights and projections. The aim of his work is to show how “else” we could be using 
technology - to become wizards rather than robots. Chris has a degree in Computer Engineering and currently works as a 
Creative Programmer for an experiential design studio, Leviathan (www.lvthn.com). Some of Chris’s personal work can be found 
at www.patchyprojects.com and https://www.instagram.com/patchyprojects/ 

George Berlin has been blowing minds as an award-winning interactive installation designer, animator, and illustrator for 20 
years. He’s created amazing worlds for global clients including Accenture, WWE Network, Zipcar, Major League Baseball and US 
Cellular with fresh fun visuals that deliver delight and wonder. His interactive installations have helped light up Ingenuity 
Cleveland, Mississippi Light Festival, street fests in Chicago, and at Lakes of Fire in Michigan. Check out the fun at 
www.georgeberlin.com

Alec Rudek is an artist, a builder, an innovator and a creator from Chicago, Illinois. He combines passion for visual art with 
knowledge of interactive media and design to explore opportunities for creating educational as well as helpful tools, with the 
intent to enhance user experience while stimulating wonder. As he constantly learns about the ever-expanding world of 
interactive technology, his aspiration for innovation grows. Take a look at some of his projects and artwork at 
www.ArtbyAlec.com 
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Artist Biography

http://www.lvthn.com
http://www.patchyprojects.com
https://www.instagram.com/patchyprojects/
http://www.georgeberlin.com
http://www.artbyalec.com


Berlin, George - Concept, Projections
Hall, Chris - Programming
Rudek, Alec - Programming

Design A Dress

2016

Projection Mapping, Interactive

3’x5’

Description:
Created for the “Making Mainbocher” 
fashion exhibit at the Chicago History 
Museum, “Design a Dress” allows 
participants to create their own dresses. 
By projection mapping a custom dress 
form, museum guests can choose fabrics 
inspired by Mainbocher’s designs, styles, 
colors, and accessories, and watch the 
dress come to life in real-time!  

This project has recently won an American 
Alliance of Museums MUSE Award and will be 
featured at the Chicago History Museum until 
August 2017
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Previous Work 



Hall, Chris - Lead Engineer
(Leviathan)

150 Media Stream

2017

Architecture, LED, Generative Art

127’ x 19’

Description:
Recently installed permanent 
installation in downtown Chicago, 
Chris programmed generative 
visuals and helped build a backend 
to handle synchronizing those 
visuals  across  installations’ five 
separate computer, outputting four 
4k 60fps graphics. Additionally, 
Chris added functionality to allow 
the wall to transform its display to 
match weather conditions outside. 

Project Page: 
http://www.lvthn.com/work/video-i
nstallation/
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Previous Work 

http://www.lvthn.com/work/video-installation/
http://www.lvthn.com/work/video-installation/


Hall, Chris

Light Pong

2016

LED, Interactive

6’ x 0.1’

Description:
A multiplayer immersive LED video 
game. Using a button at each end of 
a tube of light, players can “hit” the 
light back and forth. Each 
successful hit will make the light 
move faster, until someone misses 
it. 

The strange  and portable form 
factor of this game creates 
opportunities for strangers to play 
together, and weaves itself into the 
environment it’s in. 

Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
pgRBMS_9l8Q 6

Previous Work 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgRBMS_9l8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgRBMS_9l8Q


Berlin, George

S3: Playful explorations of form
Ingenuity Cleveland  2015

Projection Mapping, Interactive

10’ x 14’ x 2’ 

Description:
Hundreds of 2D images drawn from 
the artist’s life experiences are 
projected onto a 3D form to 
create… a 2D image of a beating 
heart!

It also explores self-similarity with 
over 100 cubes covered in  
pixelated 8-bit graphics- huge 
“pixels” each built of even smaller 
pixels. How far down the wormhole 
does it go?

This interactive sculpture premiered 
to over 40,000 people in one 
weekend.
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Previous Work 



Rudek, Alec

Jelly Totem

2016

Sculpture, LED

6’ x 8’

Description:
 A portable Jellyfish installation that 
features animated LED lights, 
touchable fabric and “baby jellyfish” 
plushies. The audience can pull on 
the tentacles to make them bounce, 
and the Jelly Totem is often ideal to 
dance under or to use as a beacon 
for a rendezvous.  
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Previous Work 



Hall, Chris
Rudek, Alec
Patchy Projects

Kraken at SeaSaw

2016

Playground, Interactive

12’ x 4’ 

Description:

This pirate ship themed sea-saw 
resembles a battle with the 
infamous mythological creature; the 
Kraken. The main plank of the 
sea-saw features an infinity mirror 
that reflects a tilt-sensitive LED 
strip, creating the effect of a deep 
blue ocean with a purple kraken 
swimming below. Exterior 
decorations  aid the theme of a 
pirate ship under attack.  
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Previous Work 



Berlin, George

Gardon (Lakes of Fire Effigy)

2016

Sculpture, Interactive, Pyrotechnics, 
Projection Mapping

30’ x 12’

Description: Working with a small 
team, George designed the head of 
the dragon and all of the projection 
mapping for this huge outdoor 
sculpture, including flowing scales 
and modern/ abstract visuals.

Projection was set-up on a beach at 
a small lake, with available power in 
a difficult setting all night for 3 
days.
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Previous Work 



Berlin, George

ACTIVATE Chicago

2016
Projection Mapping on custom 
sculpture

30’ x 12’ x 3’

Description:

ACTIVATE is a series of activations 
presented as street parties in 
Chicago alleys by the Chicago Loop 
Alliance. For this event, George 
designed a huge ever-changing 
projection sculpture that served as 
the fun and funky backdrop for live 
music and dancing as part of a larger 
space with over 1500 guests.

George and Chris also collaborated 
on designing and presenting an 
entire ACTIVATE event in October 
2015.
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Previous Work 
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BLINK Concept Proposal Description

Go with the Flow is an immersive exploration of the common, yet otherworldly creature - the 
Jellyfish. Our aim is to create an environment that encourages exploration and lures them in to 
enjoy the experience of what it’s like to be a jellyfish and “go with the flow”.
There are 3 major elements of the installation.

Mothership Jelly Lounge: A Jelly-shaped tent chill-out space with spots to lounge, enjoy music and 
control the other jellies with interactive triggers woven into the environment.

Kinetic Jelly Swimmers: Participants will be able to move these jellies about the space as they 
please, causing the jellies to undulate and glow overhead through a series of specially designed 
mechanisms in the base. We’ve also designed a hand-cranked variation that can accommodate 
differently-abled participants as well. The LED’s in the jellies will react to their movement with 
pulsing lights. (We will be creating 2 moving, and 1 hand-cranked jelly)

Floating Jellies: Helium-filled self propelled jellies that react to motion with flowing LED lights fill 
out the space.

Additionally, we’ll have reactive glowing coral and sea grasses throughout to complete the 
transformation. To play on the magic of a jellyfish, we will be illuminating all our pieces with 
indirect sight of LEDs to create a true glow. All of our lighting will be controlled via wifi-enabled 
Arduinos to create a bioluminescent network, allowing our pieces to interact with each other and 
spread the glow throughout the environment. 
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BLINK Concept Proposal Supporting Images
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BLINK Concept Proposal Supporting Images
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BLINK Concept Proposal Supporting Images

One of the key elements of the Kinetic 
Jelly Swimmers is their ability to 
“swim”. We have designed a 
mechanism that allows them to float up 
and down by moving them around the 
space. Through use of an 
accelerometer, we can also use the 
motion of the jelly to produce 
contextual pulses of light that move 
through its body as it swims.
 
The interaction with these swimmers 
resembles a Jellyfish’s nature to go 
where the current takes them.

*This was the most ambitious piece of 
our project - We have already 
constructed a prototype of the kinetic 
mechanism and are confident in our 
design.

*please note, these diagrams show functionality and are not representative of 
appearance. Final design will have hardware hidden within the jellyfish
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BLINK Concept Proposal Location Request

We are creating an enchanted environment, meant to be explored, not just looked at. As such we are in 
need of an open space  - ideally an open city square or flat grass/park. Our installation will spread 
across a roughly 20’ x 30’ space (able to be scaled to fit specific needs), and to accommodate our 
kinetic swimming jellies, surrounding open space is beneficial. 

Due to the lounge aspect of our environment, placement near live music/stages/entertainment would 
give those areas a major boost, engaging people and making the area more dynamic. It would also 
provide live sound to our installation, further weaving it into the fabric of the event. 

We could also integrate smaller groups/ performers (musicians or dancers) into our installation for 
further collaborative possibilities.
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BLINK Concept Proposal Budget


